The Center for Peace & Global Citizenship Fellowship with Facing History and Ourselves (FHAO) is an international education organization headquartered in Brookline, MA, whose mission is to engage students of diverse backgrounds in an examination of racism, prejudice, and antisemitism in order to promote the development of a more humane and informed citizenry. By studying the historical development and lessons of the Holocaust and other genocides, students make the essential connection between history and the moral choices they confront in their own lives.

CPGC and FHAO co-sponsor summer internships as part of a year-long fellowship program (more info below and on CPGC’s website).

**Summer 2020 Internship Description**

The selected intern will work in the Program department of the Brookline, Massachusetts office. Internships at FHAO are usually a mixture of core projects and administrative support. Past projects have included:

- Whole school review: performing meta-research; outlining the importance of school environment, school leadership and teacher efficacy; interviewing a number of FHAO’s regional offices to determine the types and scope of the region’s whole school work; collecting documents from each region and outlining their approach to whole school work.
- Tabulation and analysis of seminar attendance: reviewing and tabulating attendance at FHAO’s past seminars, creating visuals, and analyzing attendance trends.
- Lesson development: working with the Jewish Ed team to study monuments in Poland and create lessons for high school students on community reactions to event memorialization.
- Reviewing California district Local Control and Accountability Plans (LCAP) to determine potential FHAO professional development opportunities.
- Utilizing the FHAO Resource Library, listening to guest speakers, and attending summer workshops (space and time permitting).
**Application Information:** Interested applicants must meet with the Domestic Fellowship Advisor, Ryan Rose ([rose1@haverford.edu](mailto:rose1@haverford.edu)). This internship is open to Haverford first-years, sophomores, and juniors. Applicants must submit an application form, a cover letter, a transcript (an unofficial one is fine), and a recommendation form completed by a faculty member. Applications are done through CPGC’s website: [http://www.haverford.edu/cpgc](http://www.haverford.edu/cpgc).

**CPGC’s Fellowships for Global Citizenship Program:** This summer internship is part of a larger fellowship that offers a comprehensive preparatory and re-entry program along with funding and support during your summer engagement with FHAO. Prior to the summer internship, CPGC staff, faculty and community partners will help students build on their passions and capacities for ethical engagement and social change action. Fellows continue their journey through a re-entry course upon returning to campus in the fall. More specific information about these crucial elements of the Fellowship program can be found on the [CPGC website](http://www.haverford.edu/cpgc).

**Pre-internship Programming**

- The 2020 CPGC Fellow cohort will meet on or near campus for a half-day retreat, and engage in other preparatory activities during the spring semester that will be relevant to their fellowships.

**Stipend:** This internship begins the second week of June (to be confirmed) and last 10 weeks (some flexibility may be possible). The CPGC provides a stipend for travel, lodging, local transportation, food, and the summer earnings expectation for students who receive financial aid. FHAO can provide guidance to selected interns searching for housing in the Brookline location. Students may be able to work in regional offices.

**Deadline:** All application materials are due by **February 2nd, 2020**. The application process may also include an interview with FHAO in February.

**For More Information:** Visit [https://www.facinghistory.org/](https://www.facinghistory.org/) and contact Ryan Rose ([rose1@haverford.edu](mailto:rose1@haverford.edu)), CPGC’s Domestic Fellowship Advisor.

Applicants are also encouraged to discuss this opportunity with past interns: Soha Saghir ’21 ([ssaghir@haverford.edu](mailto:ssaghir@haverford.edu)), and Howard Wang ’20 ([hdwang@haverford.edu](mailto:hdwang@haverford.edu)).